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RapidFit™ from Rearo offers an instant off the shelf

solution when toilet cubicles are needed for a quick

building or refurbishment programme.

RapidFit™ is an ‘off the shelf’ toilet cubicle

system to cater for the timescale demands that

are often faced during refurbishment or new build

programmes. The new updated system offers the

complete solution for Toilet Cubicles, IPS (wall

panelling) and Vanity units and will transform the

most basic facility into a modern, functional

washroom.

Now featuring five fashionable shades from

leading industry supplier EGGER the system has

never looked better - your own colour shades for

doors, partitions, pillasters and IPS can be

selected providing a unique design for each

installation.

The option for colour contrast also complies with

the Disability Discrimination Act (DDA) - an

important aspect for all modern building

requirements

All components come complete with the

comprehensive 5 year warranty that you

expect from Rearo.

Detailed installation instructions and expert help

from Rearo staff is always available.

Stone Grey

Denim

Aubergine

Alpine

Ontario Walnut

Choice of 5
modern shades

Disclaimer: Please note that the colours shown are a printed representation and we can not guarantee accuracy.



For more than 25 years Rearo
have been creating the highest
quality Laminate products and
lead the way with innovation,
design and quality.

Our head quarters including 48,000 sq ft of production
facilities and our central sales office are based in Glasgow.
However, we continue to expand our operation with
additional trade counters now open in Lerwick, Inverness,
Rosyth, Gateshead and Newport.
Our "off the shelf" products are available at each of these
locations.

All our products are provided with a comprehensive
guarantee ensuring that you share our confidence in our
products. When you buy from Rearo, you buy the peace of
mind that comes with knowing that we are one of the UK’s
market leaders.

Our production team have worked hard over
the last few years to gain accreditation for
our ISO Quality Control & Systems
(ISO9001), Health & Safety (ISO 18001) and
our Environmental Performance (ISO 14001).
These accreditations ensure that our
products are manufactured to the highest
standard in a safe, clean environment.

REARO - a name you can depend on

External Lock Detail

Corner sited cubicles in Ontario Walnut

Headrail Detail IPS Panels



Leg Detail Headrail Detail Lock Detail

Headrail Detail

CI/SfB reference
94 (22) R

Available today ‘off the shelf’ direct from Rearo or your local

distributor.

Designed to incorporate most standard sanitary ware sizes and

covers entire washroom area. Includes toilet cubicles, vanity

units, wall panels and IPS.

All components are well manufactured in 18mm MFC (melamine

faced chipboard) with robust 2mm colour matched pvc edging.

Wall panels are fully de-mountable to allow easy maintenance

access (with no face fixings showing).

Cubicles are supplied with the necessary corrosion resistant

satin anodised aluminium ironmongery with anti-vandal screw

fixings. All cubicle door panels come pre-routered for indicator

bolt fitment.

Stone Grey

Denim

Aubergine

Alpine

Ontario Walnut

Choice of 5
modern shadesFeatures

Key features of Rapid Fit - Toilet Cubicle System

Transverse Cubicle in Denim

In addition to the key
points above, the
RapidFit™ system
also includes practical
benefits such as extra
loose edging to
enable ‘on-site’
alterations.
While toilet roll
holders and coat
hooks are supplied as
standard.
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Adapted Cubicle for easy access

Standard Cubicle in Aubergine and Alpine

Double Cubicle in Ontario Walnut

Today's Solution

Designed to be ideal for the majority of
room environments, RapidFit™ is a
simple, modern system that does not
compromise on quality.

The range has been tailored to suit the
needs of the customer, available in
convenient easy to handle packs and a
variety of colours, the system
incorporates most standard sanitary
ware sizes.
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RapidFit™ panels are specially

designed to accommodate most

popular wc’s, washbasins and

urinals.

Panel

WP1
1 x (670x700x18mm) MFC wall panel

1 x (405x700x18mm) MFC wall panel

8 x Rearo gravity fixing clips + screws

WP2
1 x (870x700x18mm) MFC wall panel

1 x (205x700x18mm) MFC wall panel

8 x Rearo gravity fixing clips + screws

WP3
1 x (1125x700x18mm) MFC wall panel

8 x Rearo gravity fixing clips + screws

WP4
1 x (2250x600x18mm) MFC wall panel

8 x Rearo gravity fixing clips + screws

WP5
1 x (2250x300x18mm) MFC wall panel

8 x Rearo gravity fixing clips + screws

wall panelling height

wc, full height WP1 + WP3 + SG1
wash basin full height WP1 + WP3 + SG1
urinal, full height WP2 + WP3 + SG1
wash basin, vanity height WP1 + SG1
wc shelf height WP1 + SG1**

**shelf not included

SG1

12 kg* 12 kg*

14 kg* 20 kg*

10 kg* 16 kg*
3 x (2400x150x18mm) shadow gap panels#
#please specify preferred shadow gap colour: Alpine,
Aubergine, Denim, Stone Grey, Ontario Walnut

*all weights are approximate

Maintenance is simple with all panels fully de-mountable, allowing easy access

without compromising aesthetics.

Dimensions

WP5

WP1

WP2

WP3

WP4

WP5

WP3 WP3 WP3 WP3 WP4

SGI = 3Nos

WP1 WP2 WP2 WP1



PARTITION

HEADRAIL

PILASTER

DOOR

PILASTER

PEDESTAL LEG

partition & door packs

RapidFit™ cubicles are

manufactured in durable 18mm

MFC with 2mm colour matched

PVC edging.

kit contents

1CP + 1CD + 1CPil + 1CH

2CP + 2CD + 1CPil + 1CH

3CP + 3CD + 2CPil + 1CH

4CP + 4CD + 3CPil + 2CH

5CP + 5CD + 4CPil + 2CH

No.

1

2

3

4

5

kit contents

1CD + 1CPil + 1CH

1CP + 2CD + 1CPil + 1CH

2CP + 3CD + 2CPil + 1CH

3CP + 4CD + 3CPil + 2CH

4CP + 5CD + 4CPil + 2CH

kit contents

2CP + 1CD + 1CPil + 1CH

kit contents

1CP + 1CD + 1CPil + 1CH

No.

1

2

3

4

5

CP
1 x 1800x1500x18mm MFC partition sections
1 x partition ironmongery pack

CD
1 x (1800x690x18mm) MFC door
1 x door ironmongery pack

CDD

37 kg*

18 kg*

CPil
2 x (1800x125x18mm) MFC pilasters
1 x (1800x250x18mm) MFC pilaster
1 x pilaster ironmongery pack

18 kg*

21 kg*

1 x (1750x940x18mm) MFC door
1 x door ironmongery pack

CH
1 x (3000mm) headrail

corner sited between walls

transverse corner sitedtransverse between walls

#Please note that aluminium headrail is 3000 mm long.
*all weights are approximate

corner sited between walls

transverse between wallstransverse corner sited

transverse corner sited
with outward opening
disabled door
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Packs
The system easily adapts to the required layout and is supplied in packs with full flexibility to ‘mix and match’ from our choice of shades.

RapidFit™ partitions and doors are available in FIVE packs

Mix and Match allows visual contrast of colour to assist partial sighted users

CP (partition pack)

CD (door pack)

CPil (pilaster pack)

CDD (door for disabled)

CH (headrail)

Full Length Hinge

A special full-length
hinge is available for
areas requiring a
more robust cubicle
structure.

The hinge is also
designed for restricted
areas where the
installer is required
to shorten standard
door sizes; The
hinge covers the
length of the door,
hiding the cut edge.



RapidFit™ Vanity Units are designed to provide an excellent alternative

to panel mounted basins. These versatile units can be tailored to suit up

to three basins.

All exposed edges are rounded to avoid sharp corners.

Vanity Units come in two size specifications along with a corner sited kit.

kit contents

1 x (1500 x 600mm) postformed top
with 200mm integrated downstand

1 x (1500 x 75mm) upstand

1 x (1450 x 450 x 18mm) access panel

2 x (1500 x 120mm) shadow gap

1 x (1500 x 100mm) shadow gap

8 x rearo gravity fixing clips

V1

kit contents

1 x (540 x 200mm) apron / downstand return (18mm chipboard only)

1 x (650 x 600mm) shadow gap end panel#

1 x (230 x 610mm) end capping piece (laminate only)

4 x rearo push on clips

1 x linear metre 22mm PVC edging
#shadow gap is available ‘off the shelf’ in Black only

*all weights are approximate

kit contents

1 x (2250 x 600mm) postformed top
with 200mm integrated downstand

1 x (2250 x 75mm) upstand

1 x (2200 x 450 x 18mm) underpanel

1 x (2250 x 120mm) shadow gap

2 x (2250 x 100mm) shadow gap

8 x rearo gravity fixing clips

V2

Framing and cut-outs arranged by
others. Framing Not supplied.
Drawings not to scale.

60 kg*40 kg*

9 kg*corner sited

450
800

650

200

600

100

100 loose upstand
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Vanity Units
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Rearo, Loanbank House, Loanbank Quadrant, Govan, Glasgow, G51 3HZ
Tel: 0141 440 0800 Fax: 0141 445 3342 www.rearo.co.uk sales@rearo.co.uk

For full commercial projects and to choose from
our extensive range of cubicle designs, please ask
for our comprehensive Washroom Solutions
brochure or our other product brochures including
Solid Surfacing, Selkie Waterproof Wall Panels or
Protex Anti-Bac.

Solid Surfacing Bacteria Combating Wall Lining System


